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Agenda

1. Introduction to strategic foresight at the OECD

2. Looking back: three features of foresight for 
Covid-19

3. Looking ahead: Foresight for net-zero transitions



OECD Analysis

• Support to 
directorates and 
committees

• Cross-cutting 
themes

Government 
Collaboration

• Best practices

• Global foresight on 
shared priorities

Global 
Dialogue

• High-level 
meetings

• Future of OECD

Strategic foresight at the OECD



Strategic foresight

An approach to think systematically about the future to 
inform decision making

Not predictions or forecasts

Exploring and preparing for alternative plausible 
futures (and doing it together!)
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Strategic foresight for decision making

• Responsible government decision making 
requires foresight

• This involves:

– engaging proactively with the future

– imagining and preparing for the unexpected

– designing adaptive, forward-looking strategies



Foresight for Covid-19 and Beyond: Three Features

• OECD Covid-19 resource hub

– 10,000+ downloads since June 
2020

• Health scenarios

• Collection of uncertainties with 
multiple possible developments

• Guide on how to use them

• Bibliography



Feature 1: Leaning into uncertainty 

• Inviting colleagues to join in

– Workshops

– Scanning club

• Giving structure to the 
uncertainties that emerged



Feature 2: Easy to digest, globally relevant content

• Will the crisis trigger a change in societal attitudes 
towards co-operation on public goods, or will 
self-interest dominate?

• What will be the level of social fracturing, and along 
which fault lines?

• Will COVID-19 cause migration pressures to grow, ease, 
or shift?

• Will COVID-19 be a setback or accelerator for gender 
equality?

• Will the course of urbanisation evolve toward de-
urbanisation, or re-urbanisation?



Illustration



Foresight for successful net-zero transitions

• Governments and organisations around the world are 
adopting ambitious commitments to net-zero GHG 
emissions by 2050

• How to ensure that these strategies are successful in the 
face of high uncertainty and rapidly changing conditions

• Use foresight to expand awareness of possible future 
“disruptions” in the 2030-2050 period, and the new 
opportunities and challenges they could bring for green 
transition strategies
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Hothouse Earth – potential implications

• Vigorous and proactive adaptation strategies may be 
needed in order to prevent societal collapse and ensure 
well-being while maintaining progress on mitigation

• Seek mitigation and adaptation strategies with greatest 
mutual synergies, flexibility

• Research and test solar radiation management techniques 
so they are ready if needed as (short term) last resort 



Other potential disruptions…

• Human augmentation

• Cyber slowdown

• Virtual worlds



Next steps

• Refine and expand foresight toolkit for successful net-zero 
transitions

• Pilot toolkit with governments and organisations:
– Build locally-relevant scenarios (e.g. combing two “disruptions 

each”)

– Explore challenges and opportunities and what is needed for 
successful transition under each scenario

– Stress-test and enrich net-zero transition strategy

• Continue dissemination and refinement as part of ongoing 
efforts to strengthen foresight for net-zero and beyond



Opportunities for collaboration

1. Share best foresight work to help strengthen 
“disruptions”

2. Join or host workshops to explore implications of 
disruptions for net-zero strategies

3. Pilot toolkit (or similar concept) with your 
government/organisation/clients

4. Link with other efforts to apply foresight to addressing 
climate emergency and other emerging global risks



Questions

• What do you think of this approach to applying foresight 
to support the net-zero transition?

– Strengths to emphasise

– Weaknesses to anticipate and address

– Linkages with other efforts

• How could this support or connect with your work?

• How best to work together in global foresight efforts to 
support successful just transitions to a net-zero world? 



Thank you!

Contact us: 

foresight@oecd.org

www.oecd.org/strategic-foresight


